Abstract: As a fundamental technology for the design and operation of process plants, simulation has been applied through different simulation tools. To perform complex simulation tasks in a technically and economically justified manner, it is sometimes necessary to integrate some of these tools to exploit their strengths. In this work, a "simulation framework" approach is proposed towards systematic support to tool integration. A number of key issues pertaining to simulation tool integration are identified and analyzed. A prototypical simulation framework -CHEOPS is developed to provide a solution to those issues. An application scenario connecting different dynamic simulation tools has been used to explain the integration issues and to guide the development work in CHEOPS.
INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, simulation has become a fundamental technology for the design and operation of process plants. Model-based applications have not only been used as analysis tools supporting plant design and operations, but also for other purposes such as various types of steady-state and dynamic optimization.
In general, conventional petrochemical processes are often well understood and can be handled by state-ofthe-art general purpose flowsheeting tools. However, these tools are not sufficient to satisfactorily perform all simulation tasks of interest. This is mainly because of the ongoing extension of the scope of simulation with respect to the unit operations, the level of detail, or the type of simulation experiments considered. Often, the simulators used routinely are not capable of fulfilling all the needs of a certain task. Therefore, special purpose simulators have been developed to support for example the simulation of batch processes (e.g. Fritz, Engell, 1997) , solids processes (e.g. Gruhn, et al., 1997) and reactive distillations (e.g. Kreul, et al., 1998) . In addition, due to the requirements such as studying process operations, the scope of simulation has gone beyond process units, but involved plant operation procedures or other control activities (e.g. Music and Matko, 1999) .
The need of having diverse simulation tools for specific purposes raises a requirement for tool integration when some of them have to be jointly used to fulfill a more complex task. This can be necessary when taking a lifecycle perspective, which has been found increasingly promising in process industries in order to achieve globally optimized performance (Marquardt, et al., 1999; Mayer, Schoenmakers, 2000; Wolf, 2001 ). In the lifecycle of a process plant, plant-wide simulation is quite common in different stages to support various engineering activities. As an example, the following simulation experiment may need to be performed at a certain stage of plant design. A distillation column sequence, as part of a given process, is set up by separation experts using a general-purpose simulator, the reaction section is supplied by reaction experts using a special-purpose package with detailed reaction kinetic and residual time distribution models, and a controller module is developed by control engineers with a control toolbox (see section 2 for a more concrete application scenario).
Due to its complexity, the systematic integration of simulation tools is often dismissed in current industrial practice at the cost of e.g. applying simplified models for several parts of the plant. A more favorable solution is to realize the integration by interfacing some simulation tools into a central simulator which is able to access other tools to be integrated through certain interfaces. Such a feature is frequently referred to as "openness" and has become a standard technique available with a number of simulation software products. While this approach can provide an effective solution in certain cases (e.g. Bezzo, et al., 2000) , some deficiencies also exist. In this approach, the integration of different simulation tools is carried out through one of those tools which has such capability, i.e. the central simulator. Once a certain central simulator is chosen, all the integration effort (such as development of wrappers) has to be carried out around it. However, it is possible that different projects in an organization introduce different central simulators, duplicating similar integration efforts. Additional problems may occur because integrating other tools is in most cases an add-on functionality of such a simulator, which was never designed to be an integration environment in the first place.
To overcome the deficiencies of existing approaches, in this work another alternative -the "simulation framework" approach -is proposed. The principle of this approach is to develop a software system which, unlike any existing simulator (with or without integration capability), is designated to assemble heterogeneous simulation tools such as models and solvers, and to provide facilities for operating those tools to optimally solve user problems. With this approach, a complex simulation problem will be solved by an instance of simulator which is derived from the simulation framework by selecting and configuring embedded tools. Within such a simulator instance, tailored strategies of organizing and coordinating subsystems best suitable to the targeted simulation problems can be applied.
In the remainder of the paper, a concrete application scenario is given at first to reveal some practical requirements for simulation tool integration. Thereafter, a number of mathematical, numerical and software issues are identified which should be addressed by the simulation framework approach in order to meet the needs such as those shown in the application scenario. Following this, a prototypical simulation framework CHEOPS is introduced in terms of software design and implementation. Finally, concluding remarks including perspectives of future work are given.
AN APPLICATION SCENARIO
Let's consider an application scenario where a newly designed controller of a process plant is to be validated through rigorous dynamic simulation of the process. Suppose the process (cf. Fig. 1 ) consists of a reactor and a sequence of distillation columns (C1-C4). The unconverted material is recycled from the first column (C-1) back to the reactor. The controller has been developed using some control design package for controlling the purity of one product. Depending on the availability of simulation tools, different requirements may arise in this task (cf. Figure 2 ): Case 1. The entire process can be simulated by a single flowsheet simulator such as Hysys or Aspen Dynamics (running on PC). In this case, the controller module (e.g. in Matlab or Matrix-X, also on PC) has to be linked with the flowsheet simulator through a global flowsheet solver, such that the results of process simulation can be passed to the controller module and the control actions computed by the controller module can be imposed on the process simulation.
Case 2. The reactor can be best simulated by an equation-oriented modeling environment (e.g. gPROMS which runs on Unix machines, or Aspen Custom Modeler which runs on PC), while the column sequence is preferred to be simulated using e.g. Hysys. In this case, the controller module, the reactor module, and the column sequence module have to be linked together while running a simulation case.
Case 3. The reactor has been modeled by an equation-oriented modeling environment such as gPROMS.
Meanwhile, an equation-oriented distillation column model with detailed tray hydraulics written in generic modeling language such as Modelica (available on Unix machines) exists in addition to the simpler flowsheeting models routinely used for column simulation. In this case, it may be desirable to apply a DAE solver to simultaneously solve the reactor model (e.g. in gPROMS) and the model of the distillation column C-1 generated from e.g. Modelica considering that these two units are in a cycle. The resulting module composed of the solver and the two equation-oriented models should then be linked with the controller module in e.g. Matlab and the rest of the plant model in e.g. Hysys. These cases show that, with a simulation task and a set of simulation tools available, the simulation user should be supported to flexibly choose and configure preferred tools in order to best accomplish the simulation task. In this work, a simulation framework is suggested to fulfill this purpose through solving several issues that are critical for generic simulation tool integration, as detailed in the next section.
TOOL INTEGRATION ISSUES IN PROCESS SIMULATION
A tool integration task in the process simulation domain can be separated into the tasks of integrating model representations to deal with the numeric difficulties of model integration, of integrating simulation strategies to select suitable algorithms for solving combined models of different types, and of integrating simulators to technically realize the connection of software tools. Successful tool integration can enable heterogeneous simulation in which different model representations, simulation strategies, and software systems might be involved in a single simulation experiment.
Integration of Model Representations
The preceding scenario has shown that different types of models could be used for simulating the same unit in different cases, and that different units in a flowsheet may be described by diverse model types in a single simulation experiment. 
(1) An integration algorithm is usually applied to (1) in order to solve it iteratively for the trajectories of x as a function of t. An example for such kind of model formulations are the gPROMS, Apsen Custom Modeler, or Modelica models mentioned in the preceding scenario.
In a dynamic closed-form model, trajectories of the model inputs u are given as functions of time and the model computes the trajectories of the outputs y, again as functions of time, in a black-box manner on some defined time interval. This functionality can be represented analytically by:
(2) Such a model representation can be used to abstract e.g. the model residing in a simulator (e.g. Hysys) presented in the scenario above: via some programming interface, a trajectory of inputs u(t) is given to the simulator which, after computing the integration on [t1, t2], returns output trajectories y(t). Because of the limited means to handle symbolic functions in a digital computer, the adapting of functions u(t) and y(t) does not occurs in numerical simulation. Rather, a fixed parameterization, u(p u ) and y(p y ), is actually employed (e.g. piecewise constant or polynomials), where p u and p y are parameters that can be adjusted to represent certain trajectories.
A transformation from an open-form to a closed-form representation can be achieved by applying an integration algorithm to eqn. (1).
Integration of Simulation Strategies
When several models have to be aggregated to a simulation problem, some kind of simulation strategy must be chosen in order to coordinate the solution process for the introduced models. Such a simulation strategy must be implemented in the flowsheet solver modules depicted in Fig. 2. A simulation strategy working with open-form model representations in a dynamic context simply applies a certain DAE solver to solve those models (essentially all the equations in those models) simultaneously. To work with closed-form model representations, a simulation strategy is known as the dynamic modular approach and is suitable to solve the case studies presented because each simulator could participate in a simulation by using its internal integration functionality. All approaches reported for dynamic modular simulation partition the overall integration range considered into smaller pieces which are iteratively solved. Usually, the size of these chunks are adaptively controlled by means of some heuristics. In general, sequential and simultaneous modular approaches can be used for the solution on the flowsheet level.
In a sequential modular strategy, the models are evaluated in series and results are propagated from one to another. Implicit declarations (introduced e.g. by recycles on the flowsheet level) must be iterated upon until the overall iteration error is sufficiently small. Sequential simulation approaches have been used for solving closed-form models assembled to a simulation problem (i.e. sequential modular approach) in steady-state (Westerberg, et al., 1979) as well as in dynamic simulation (Hillestadt, Hertzberg, 1986) . A simultaneous modular strategy tears all the couplings (i.e. connecting streams) between units, evaluates all the unit models virtually in parallel, and makes an overall convergence step. This strategy has been reported to be effectively implementable on parallel computers (Abdel-Jabbar, et al., 1999) . Also, mixed approaches where parts of the flowsheet are handled simultaneously as a larger module have been used (Chen, Stadtherr, 1985; Fagley, Carnahan, 1990 ).
Given a simulation task at hand, the tool integration framework should allow for a suitable simulation strategy to be chosen based on the types of the submodels in the plant model, the type of solvers available, as well as the characteristics of the problem (e.g. whether recycles are present in the flowsheet or not). At a certain circumstance, the flowsheet solver (cf. Figure 2 ) might be a DAE solver or a modular solver making use of either a simultaneous or a sequential strategy.
Integration of Simulators
Integrating several simulation tools for solving one simulation problem requires access to the models encoded in the tools in at least one type of representation described above. Several commercial chemical process simulators actually do offer such functionality through specific programming interfaces. As source code is often not available, these interfaces must be used as is. In the application scenario presented, gPROMS supplies a model through a CORBA interface called an Equation Set Object (ESO) which has been developed in the CAPE-OPEN project (CAPE-OPEN, 1999) . Hysys provides access to the internal integration algorithm through a proprietary COM/OLE interface. Matlab offers a very generic interface which can be called from C. Given a Modelica model, C or C++ code that implements the ESO interface can be generated (Geffers, et al., 2001) .
One difficulty in simulator integration is that models may be deployed in declarative form (by means of some text file, for example) or in procedural form, e.g. a library, a software component, or an executable program. Whereas the integration of declarative models can be achieved by means of a meta modeling approach , the integration of procedural models has to be achieved by means of a federative simulation, an approach in which the flowsheet solver assumes that the model of each unit in the flowsheet possesses its own evaluation engine. In order to combine both declarative and procedural models, one has to choose the federative simulation as the overall approach in order to avoid re-implementing an evaluation engine which already exists for a declarative model. Besides, there are additional problems which occur for all kinds of tool integration tasks. These tools usually run as standalone applications tied to a certain platform and may have been implemented using different programming languages. Hence, some mechanism to translate between the incompatible data representations of the languages involved has to be found. If these tools even run on different platforms (e.g. Hysys on Windows, gPROMS on Unix), technical means to cross the platform boundaries are required in addition.
THE SIMULATION FRAMEWORK CHEOPS
The simulation framework CHEOPS has been developed to address the issues mentioned above. As a framework, it is essential to employ a generic structure which allows us to easily integrate new model formulations and model-based applications without actually needing to modify existing parts, but rather reusing common functionality. CHEOPS is developed around the idea of federative simulation, combining procedural models at run time.
CHEOPS has been implemented using the component technology CORBA as a middleware to bridge simulator implementations across different processes, languages, and platforms. The major interfaces and components within the CHEOPS framework are described next from a design perspective.
The core of the CHEOPS framework is a neutral representation of a model without constraining the type of model representations or simulation applications to be used (cf. Figure 3) . Such a neutral definition is specified in terms of unit operations, ports, and variables. In CHEOPS, unit operations are deployed as standalone components which support interfaces for ports and variables. To represent the flowsheet topology, a coupling is introduced as a link between two ports (cf. Figure 3) .
Mathematical representations of a model are defined as further interfaces on behalf of a unit operation component. As opposed to most commercial tools, CHEOPS provides several model representations for each unit operation component. Concretely, CHEOPS supports open-and closed-form representations for steady-state as well as dynamic (DAE) models. The open-form model representation uses an equationoriented formulation to enable the handling of continuous-time system models within CHEOPS. These interfaces are very similar to the proposed standard definitions from the CAPE-OPEN project so that this standard can easily be integrated. The closed-form model representation represents inputs u(t) and outputs y(t) of a model as a generic function. This function implements a scalar in the steady-state case and a polynomial or spline function to approximate input and output trajectories in the dynamic case. Based on these model formulations, a set of modelbased applications such as simulation, optimization, or parameter estimation employing different strategies can be carried out (cf. Figure 3) . These applications use the model structures and translate them into a suitable representation internally. An equation-oriented simulation represents the couplings of the flowsheet as connecting equations, whereas a sequential approach uses the couplings to propagate outputs from one module to the inputs of the next.
When it comes to integrating legacy models and simulation tools, one has to develop some kind of wrapper that maps the interfaces offered by the tool into the CHEOPS architecture. Depending on the variety of the interfaces offered by the simulator to be integrated, the developer of the wrapper can choose which model representations (s)he wants to support in the CHEOPS framework. 
STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION
So far, the development work in CHEOPS for supporting dynamic simulation has been performed along the lines of the scenario described in section 2. It is based on the common framework and facilities that have been previously implemented in CHEOPS and evaluated by steady-state simulation case studies (Schopfer, et al., 2000) . The new development work consists of roughly two parts: development of wrapper modules as dynamic unit operation components and development of dynamic modular simulation strategies.
In the first part, a Hysys wrapper has been developed. It accesses Hysys's COM interface on the one hand, and on the other hand supports the CORBA interface of closed-form DAE model representations in CHEOPS (cf. Figure 4) . Further, a gPROMS wrapper is under development which communicates with the gPROMS ESO interface and provides the model within the CHEOPS architecture where it supports an open-form as well as a closed-form representation. In order to represent the input and output trajectories of each module, Lagrange polynomials have been used.
The representation of these trajectories is strictly encapsulated in the CHEOPS framework (as implementations of the "variable" interface) so that other function representations can easily be incorporated. In the second part, a dynamic modular solver has been developed within the CHEOPS framework. Mechanisms for flowsheet representation as well as tearing and sequencing strategies already existed in CHEOPS as common facilities. A flexible implementation of the dynamic simulation strategy using C++ templates enables to easily switch between different policies reported in the literature (Liu, Brosilow, 1987; Hillestad, Hertberg, 1986) . Hence, the simulation strategy can be adjusted to the problem under consideration and different algorithms can be compared. Template arguments are employed for the selection of i) torn couplings to determine the use of sequential (i.e. tearing only recycles) or simultaneous (i.e. tearing all couplings) strategy, ii) heuristics for time horizon control, and iii) approaches to the extrapolation of trajectories when a new time horizon is initialized. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This work has addressed the problem of efficient integration of different software tools to solve complex dynamic simulation problems. A simulation framework approach has been proposed to support the integration of various model representations, simulation strategies, and existing simulators, which have been identified to be the essential aspects of a systematic solution to simulation tool integration. This approach is being practiced in the continuous development of a prototypical simulation framework CHEOPS. The main advantage of such a framework from a user's perspective is to be no longer confined to a fixed simulation tool or strategy which is definitely not always suitable given the diversity of simulation tasks. Rather, the user is able to an instance of a simulator customized to a specific problem.
Obviously, a certain integration effort has to be spent in carrying out heterogeneous simulation, even with the support from CHEOPS. The effort is usually paid on interfacing to CHEOPS a specific software tool whose wrapper has not been developed yet. To develop a new wrapper, it is required first that this tool be open to some extent so that it can be accessed by CHEOPS. As mentioned earlier, most of the stateof-the-art simulation tools have met this requirement. Also, more and more support in this direction has become available from component-based software technologies as well as a number of on-going standardization efforts such as CAPE-OPEN (and Global Cape-Open) (Braunschweig, et al., 2000) . When simulation tools become compliant to the emerging standards, one can expect that the integration effort can be significantly reduced.
To continue the development in CHEOPS, a milestone in the support of dynamic simulation will be reached in the near future by completing the work on integrating open-form DAE model sources such as gPROMS, and by integrating other commonly used tools such as Matlab and CFD packages. This will allow the scenario presented in this paper to be fully investigated. Further, effort shall be put on extending the software facilities in CHEOPS towards other model-based applications such as optimization and parameter identification.
